Urgent Volunteer Needs:  
**As of 10/05/2022**

- Tutor at Bishop Woods School: Tues & Thurs 3:30-4:30
- Tutor at Willow Street: Tues @ 5pm
- Tutor at Bristol Street: Sat 10-2pm
- Book Bank volunteers at Bristol Street: Mon & Wed 12-2pm

Impact

**84%**

84% of third grade students in New Haven are under grade level in reading.

**OCTOBER, 2022**

**352**

Thank you so much to our tutors! You have provided 352 hours per week of tutoring to our students in September. Woohoo!

**276**

ACTIVE LITERACY TUTORS

**Did you know...**

The mere presence of a home library increases children’s academic success, vocabulary development, attention and job attainment.

**Call to Action**

**Upcoming Events**

- Saturday, October 15th: Foundations Training
- Sunday, October 23rd: NHR Volunteer Hike
- Please check out Program Calendar regularly

**Site Director Contact Information**

Jynnelle, Science Park Site: Jynnelle@newhavenreads.org
Carol, Willow Site: Carol@newhavenreads.org
Aimee, Bristol Site: Aimee@newhavenreads.org
Emma, NHR Saturday: Eimanuelle@newhavenreads.org
Isabella, Bishop Woods: Isabella@newhavenreads.org